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Exploration
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-Triangulation
-Gold threading
-Black leather &
  Nouveau Gothic
-Pops of fur and           
  metallic finishes
-Head to toe patterns
-Oversized silhouettes
-Modern Military

-Put emphasis on   
 recyclced and 
 environmentally              
 friendly materials
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Lisa Perry
This 37 year old mom of two finds 
herself being constantly busy. 
Residing in the suburbs of Glendale, 
AZ Lisa works at the local high 
school as a chemistry teacher. Between 
driving the boys to lacrosse practice, 
cooking dinner for the family and 
hitting the gym, Kohl's makes it easy 
for her to find everything she needs 
with the quality she trusts.

Kohl's sells a variety of 
products including women's 
wear, electronics, home decor, 
toys, furniture, cosmetics and 
many more. The company is 
also known for its unique 
ability to provide name brands 
at department store prices. 

- Green Initiative
 One of very few department   
 stores to successfully operate  
 environmentally friendly stores 

- Size Matters
 By avoiding the creation 
 of super stores which are 
 often seen as an eyesore, 
 Kohl's remains family 
 and community oriented.

Most populus regions
of Kohl's Stores
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Cement
Candle 
Holder

Stackable Tea 
Candle Holders
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Cork 
End 

Table Glass Vases

Prism 
Side 
Table
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+TOTEM
   -This modular storage unit will fit perfectly in your child's   
  play area. Easy to stack and available in a variety of 
  colors, the Totem sys tem can be integrated into almost  
  any space to provide additional storage and organization.


